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Abstract— This paper presents the structure and design analysis 
of 24-pulse ac-dc converter of an autotransformer based 
converter for controlling an asynchronous motor drive. The 
proposed 24-pulse ac-dc converter is based on a autotransformer 
designed for a 12-pulse converter for effective harmonic 
reduction, pulse reinjection technique has been used to convert 
existing system into a multiple pulse converter. Low harmonic 
distortion and approximate unity power factor has been 
obtained. The effect of load variations also been considered. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In recent advances, asynchronous motor drive has led to 

the proliferation in the ac-dc conversion technology such as 
heating, lighting, air-conditioning, refrigeration, fans, blowers, 
cement industry, textile mills, pumps for waste water 
treatment, rolling mills, ship propulsion etc,. In asynchronous 
motor drives generally the squirrel cage type motors are 
preferred as prime mover for the ac-dc conversion technology. 
Due to their inherent advantages like rugged, reliable, 
maintenance free, economical, absence of commutator, good 
operating characteristic like reasonably good power factor, 
sufficiently high efficiency & good speed regulation, and it is 
reversible i.e. it can operate as both motor and a generator. 

Asynchronous motor can be controlled by using power 
electronic converter. Generally many controlling methods are 
employed for controlling any drives. Among all methods 
vector control mode is preferable due to their inherent 
advantages like capable of giving a similar performance like a 
DC shunt motor. The voltage-source inverter (VSI) based 
vector controlled asynchronous motor drives are generally 
employs a 6-pulse diode bridge rectifier, insulated gate bipolar 
transistors (IGBTs) as the VSI switches. The major limitation 
of 6-pulse diode bridge rectifier is injects harmonics into AC 
mains. When the circulating current harmonics enter into the 
source impedance which yields to polluted voltages at point of 
common coupling(PCC) and consequently effects the 
costumer at the vicinity. To regulate these harmonics, the 
international electro technical commission (IEC) 6100-3-2, 

and IEEE standard has issued 519 in 1992 that provides the 
regulation for current & voltage distortions. 

Various methods are used to diminish the harmonics. The 
active filter and passive filter wave shaping techniques are 
design complexity, higher losses and overall cost high. 
Multipulse methods have proven to be rugged, reliable and 
cost-effective to reduce the harmonics. In multipulse converter 
the current drawn with a phase variance which results in 
cancellation of certain harmonics. To achieve this sets of 3-
phase voltages are needed which can be produced by a 
transformer and auto transformers. 

Auto-transformer based configuration provides a low cost, 
volume and magnetic ratings. As they transfer only a small 
amount of the total kVA of the load. Various 6-pulse and 12-
pulse rectification schemes have been reported in the literature 
for harmonic mitigation. But these configuration fails due to 
higher rating magnetic, higher number of bridges, resulting in 
enhancement of capital cost. 

This paper presents a design and controlling of 
asynchronous machine by using 24-pulse converter. This can 
be achieved by using a pulse doubling technique. A dc-ripple 
reinjection is used to double the 12-pulse into a 24-pulse. By 
this technique upto 21st harmonics can be eliminated in the AC 
mains. 

II. MULTIPULSE AC-DC CONVERTER PREFERABLY 12-
PULSE 

Minimum phase shift required to eliminate harmonic is 
given by  

Phase shift= 600 /no. of converters 

For obtaing a 12-pulse ac-dc conversion the phase shift 
between the two sets of voltages should be either 0° to 30° or 
+15° to -15° with respect to supply voltage. In this paper 
phase shift is used for the +15° to -15° phase shift is use for 
the autotransformer along with the pulse multiplication 
technique. 
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The 12-pulse autotransformer based AC-DC converter 
with a phase shift of +15° to -15°  are shown in figure and 
figure shows a 12-pulse autotransformer based AC-DC 
converter with a phase shift of +15° to -15°  with pulse 
multiplication technique. 

 
Fig: 6-pulse based asynchronous motor drive 

III. PROPOSED 24-PULSE AC-DC CONVERTER 
This section deals with the design technique for obtaining 

24-pulse rectification in the proposed AC-DC converter. 

3.1Autotransformer design for 12-pulse converter 

To obtain a 12-pulse output, the necessary conditions are 

a) Two sets of symmetric line voltages are required, 
which are either 0° to 30° or +15° to -15° with respect to 
supply voltage. 

b) The line voltages should be of equal magnitude to 
produce a symmetrical pulse and reduce ripples. 

 
Fig: 12-pulse based autotransformer asynchronous motor drive 

For obtaining the number turns required for +15° to -15° 
can be calculated as below: 

Consider 3-phase voltages of primary phasors(v) are 

VA  =  Vs<0° 

VB  =  Vs<-120° 

Vc  =  Vs<120° 

3-phase voltages are 

Va  =  Vs<15° 

Vb  =  Vs<-105° 

Vc  =  Vs<135° 

Va’ =  Vs<-15° 

Vb’ =  Vs<-135° 

Vc’ =  Vs<105° 

for converter I input voltage are 

Va = Va+K1(VCA)- K2(VBC) 

Vb = Vb+K1(VAB)- K2(VCA) 

VC = VC+K1(VBC)- K2(VAB) 

For converter II input voltages are  

Va ‘= Va-K1(VCA)+ K2(VBC) 

Vb ‘= Vb-K1(VAB)+K2(VCA) 

VC ‘= VC-K1(VBC)+K2(VAB) 

VAB  = √3 VA<30° 

VBC  = √3 VB<30° 

VCA  = √3 VC<30° 

Constants K1  and K2 are calculated from above equation, 
the required number of turns for desired phase shift are   

 K1 = 0.3219 and K2 = 0.1494 

The kVA rating of the transformer can be calculated by 

 kVA =0.5 * Vwdg * Iwdg 

Were Vwdg is voltage across the winding and Iwdg is the 
current across the winding. 

 
Fig : Proposed autotransformer winding 
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IV. PULSE DOUBLING TECHNIQUE WITH 12-PULSE AC-DC 
CONVERTER 

Figure shows autotransformer based 24-pulse 
asynchronous motor drive. To achive this a zero sequence 
blocking transformer (ZSBT) and a interphase reactor are 
needed. The dc-ripple injection technique is used to ripple dc 
voltage and current which can improve the voltage & current 
and also to eliminate the harmonics. This method is used for 
both ac as well as dc side for harmonic reduction. 

 
Fig: 12-pulse based autotransformer asynchronous motor drive 

4.1Zero sequence blocking transformer(ZSBT): 

The ZSBT is used for the independent operation of two 6-
pulse rectifiers. As the output voltages are phase shifted which 
results in the unwanted conduction sequence of rectifier diode. 
It exhibits a high impedance to zero sequence currents which 
results in 120° conduction of diode and also helps in equal 
current sharing at the output. The voltage across the ZSBT 
depends on the conduction of diodes. 

4.2Interphase reactor: 

An interphase reactor are used to doubling the number of 
pulses in the supply line and also to reduce the harmonics.the 
figure shows a interphase reactor with the two diodes if 
voltage Vm is positive the diode D1 is forward biased and 
when Vm is negative the diode D2 is forward biased. Thus 
results in the pulse doubling. 

The interphase reactor turns ratio is 

 

 

 

fig: Tapped interphase rector 

V. ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR 
Figure shows the circuit diagram of an asynchronous 

motor drive. The flux component are obtained as 

Id-axis = imr+ Tr(Δ imr/ΔT) 

Iq-axis = T/(k imr) 

w2= Iq-axis/ Tr imr 

Ψ(n) = Ψ(n-1) + (w2 + wr) ΔT 

K = (3/2) (P/2) {M/(1+σr)} 

Were imr is magnetizing current, w2 is the slip speed of 
rotor, wr is the angular velocity of rotor, P is the number of 
poles, M is the mutual inductance and σr is the rotor lekage 
factor, Ψ(n) is the rotor flux angle at nth  instant, Ψ(n-1) is the 
rotor flux angle at (n-1)th  instantan and ΔT is sampling time as 
100microsec. 

The values in synchronous rotating frame of reference are 
converted into stationary frame and are given as 

Ias = - Iq-axis sin Ψ + Id-axis cos Ψ 

Ibs = [-cos Ψ +√3 sin Ψ] Id-axis * (1/2) +[sin Ψ +√3 cos Ψ] 
Iq-axis * (1/2) 

Ics = -( Ias + Ibs) 

Were Ias, Ibs and Ics are the three phase reference currents. 

The reference torque T is given as 

T(n) = T(n-1) + Kp {we(n)- we(n-1)} + KI we(n) 

Were T(n) & T(n-1) are the outputs of the PI controller, we(n) 
& we(n-1) are the speed errors at nth and (n-1)th instant. Kp is the 
proportional constant and KI is the integral gain constant. 

The calculated errors are  

Ike = iks’ - iks 

were k=a,b,c. 

these error currents are amplified and fed from the PWM 
controller thus controls the duty ratio of switches in VSI. 

VI. MATLAB BASED SIMULATION 
The proposed pulse doubling along with 12-pulse 

asynchronous motor drive are simulated in matlab/simulink. 
Figure shows a matlab model of a 24-pulse asynchoronous 
motor drive with a pulse doubling technique. 

 
MATLAB Block diagram of proposed ac-dc converter fed 

asynchronous motor 
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Fig: AC mains current waveform of asynchronous fed 6-pulse with harmonic 

spectrum 

 
Fig: AC mains current waveform of asynchronous fed 12-pulse with harmonic 

spectrum 

 

 
Fig: comparision of THD & P.F 

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The proposed concept has been proved to be very useful in 

improving performance of the system. These includes THD 
and powerfactor. 

 

 
Fig:Dynamic response of proposed 24-pulse harmonic mitigator for 

asynchronous driv 

THD has been reduced compared to 12 pulse converter and 
power factor improved by considering 24 pulse converter and 
results have been obtained. 

Considering some modification in 12 pulse converter, 24 
pulse has been developed the technique used is 

 

 THD Power Factor 

6- pulse 31.3% 0.936 

12- pulse 9.45% 0.988 

24- pulse 1.87% 0.996 
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Fig: AC mains current waveform of asynchronous fed 24-pulse with harmonic 

spectrum 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
Comparing 6, 12, 24 pulse ac-dc converter 24 pulse ac-dc 

converter using pulse doubling technique (or) pulse injection 
technique is able to reduce THD and improve power factor of 
system the loads used to obtain the results are asynchronous 
motor drive. 

Appendix: 

Motor and controller specification 

3-phase asynchronous motor 

50 hp, 460v, stator & rotor windings are connected in wye 
to an internal neutral point Lm = 34.7 mH, Lr = 35.5mH, Rr = 
0.228Ω, Lr’ = 0.8mH, Ls’ = 0.8mH, J = 1.662 kg-m2  

Controller parameters: 

PI controller: Kp=0.3219, KI = 0.1494 

DC link parameters : LD = 1.0mH, CD = 3200µF. 

Magnetic ratings: 

24-pulse converter. 

Autotransformer rating 8.39 kVA, interphase transformer 
0.432 kVA, ZSBT = 2.08kVA. 
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